Litter bin

Ref. 20 0735N POFR CEND NATURE
Street Furniture
Nature range

Sineu Graff : Intelligent Design
for the town of tomorrow

Presentation
The Nature litter bin comes in painted steel, decorated with a stylised laser-cut motif. Its openings are positioned on the sides and its lid is fitted with
a stainless steel ashtray. Its clean, sober design is suitable for all kinds of environment.
The litter bin goes perfectly with all of the furniture in the Nature range, three- and two-place seats, chair and planters to compose coherent settings.

Description
The litter bin comprises a body and a door in sheet steel 3 mm thick cut out by laser, a sloping lid in painted stainless steel 5 mm thick, fitted with a
cigarette cutter, an ashtray in stainless steel and a bin in stainless steel.
Steel parts are zinc plated, then they undergo our powder blast process (after cleaning and shot blasting, they are coated with a first coat of epoxy
powder, and then with a second coat of polyester powder).
The lid, fitted with an ashtray with a translatory guide device, is screwed to the body of the litter bin.
The door is damped when closing by 2 rubber stops. The base is covered with a protective plastic bottom. It locks automatically and can be opened
using a triangular pin key.
Capacity of the waste disposal bin : 60 litres ; Capacity of the ashtray : 1 litre.
4 anchoring points (Ø 17 mm).
Delivered assembled.
Weight : 46 Kg.

Dimensions

Colours
Colour shown :
Lid and body : Textured anthracite grey 900
Colours to select from RAL (satin) or AKZO
NOBEL (sand) charts.
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